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--- Library Reconstruction Ahead-
Consolidation of Libraries and Redesigning of Melville Space are Among Outlined Plans

Free

BY ENEIL RYANDE LA PENA

-Statesman Editor _ _

Rumors have circulated
-about closing the branch
libraries on campus. Director
of Libraries and Dean Joseph
J. Branin denies the rumor,
saying "It's true that we're
looking at the whole library
system and the. whole
organization of the library
from top to bottom. One of
the questions is 'do we need
nine separate library locations
on campus?' But there's been
no decisions made to close
anything at: this point."

The consolidnition of the
libraries is one of Branin's
"plan objectives." Branin
said, "The libraries here,
particularly the sciences, are
decentralized. I don't think
it's the most efficient way to
manage a. library program.
Some of the students-I've
talked with feel very
comfortable with this system
and like it. They are not keen
on the idea of consolidating
the libraries. There are seven
separate science libraries . . .
a pretty expensive way to
operate."

The nine libraries on
campus include the Frank
Melville, Jr.: Memorial
Library, 'Biological. Sciences
(Life Sciences) Library,
Chemistry Library, Computer
Science Library, Earth &
Space Sciences Library,
Engineering Library, Health
Sciences Center Library,
Marine and Atmospheric
Sciences Information Center,
and the Mathematics/Physics
Library. .

If the libraries are
consolidated, study spaces for
students is reduced. "We
would.be very careful to make
sure that we didn't reduce
space," said Branin. "There's
a lot of space, in Melville
Library. It's a huge building.
It's not being fully utilized
now . . .I'm sensitive to the
need for quiet, secure study
space in the University.- We
do.-- need to make some
changes in the way facilities
are organized and where they
are." He explained that with
the elimination of 'a 'number of
study spaces from.a branch
library, the same number

BY ENEIL RYAN DE LA PENA
Statesman Editor

"I think evening exams
will soon be history<" said
James Mackin, chair of the
.Undergraduate -Council,
speaking about the results of
a University Senate meeting
last Monday. An alternative
proposal to .eliminate evening
exams given by courses such
as BIO 151 and CHE 131 was
presented by . .the
Undergraduate Council to-the
University --Senate. A
proposal: calling : for a
lengthening of the school
semester passed for further
reconsideration on the
Undergraduate Council's part.

'The proposal stated that
"No mid-term examination
can -be given outside of
regular class time. Instead,
five 'examination only' days
will' be inserted, at logical
intervals, into the academic
calendar for each semester.
Because no regular course
meetings. will take place

undergraduate course may
administer a mid-term
examination outside of the
regular class time only when
the. time of the exam coincides
with one of the lecture periods
of the course. Requests for
expanded classroom space
and extended time periods for
exams may be granted
depending on the space
availability and potential
conflicts with other classes."
The second alternative
proposal requested that "an
instructor of an undergraduate
course- may administer mid-
term examinations outside of
the regular class time only

See EXAMS, Page 3
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would be added to Melville
Library.

"I think there is plenty of
room in the Melville Library,"
Branin said. "We don't need
the fifth floor, the fourth floor,
and the basement for library
services." He described that
if he could recover the
commuter lounge space and
the third level that is occupied
by the Humanities
Department and have the
stacks begin on the first floor,
there would be adequate
space. "The branch libraries
would be used for other
things," Branin-added. "I
think the space proposals that
I'm requesting are modest and
reasonable." - - ' ;-

Branin has been newly
appointed as director of
libraries and dean by Provost
Rollin Richmond. . Branin is
now in his third month in that-
position. Previously, he
served as associate university;
librarian for public services
and. collections at the
University of Minnesota.

:Branin labeled two broad
problems or challenges in the
current library system on
campus: the economy and new
technology. "One challenge is
how to run a library with a
smaller budget and a- smaller
staff. Stony Brook suffers
from that. We're trying to run
a library system, with less
resources and less buying
power than 'we had ten years
'ago. For Stony Brook, that's
particularly a problem on the
staffing side where we've
seen a pretty significant
reductions'. The staff is 2-5
percent smaller than it was
five years ago. That's an
economic challenge'. One,
we're driven by the economy;

*second, we're driven by new
technology:. The way
information is produced now
and stored and retrieved is
changing dramatically as we
move into the digital
information age. Libraries
have to respond to that. The
economic pressures have been
more severe at Stony Brook
and the SUNY system than
they have been in other parts
of the country." He added that.

See LIBRARY, Page 3 - .S
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A study space at the Math and Physics Library, a branch library that might be consolidated into the
Melville Library.

during the 'examination only'
days, each semester will be
lengthened by five days.. The

-schedule for 'exaii6aiitin
only' days will be'ivided i'nto
two hour intervals,frm 8:00
a.m. to 8:00'p.m. Scheduling
of examinations for these days
will take place during the
regular course scheduling
period and will be subject to
the constraint that no more
than' two courses--can give
mid-term examinations at the
same time and on the same
day."

.-The passed proposal-was
the third of three alternative
proposals presented. These
proposals were a result of last
month's University Senate
meeting, where the senate
debated the issue and did not
let pass an -original proposal
that the Undergraduate
Council presented.

The first alternative
proposal was a rewording- of
the original proposal. It
stated, "An instructor of an

More Dclys For Evening
Exams



BY MARILENA IOANNIDOU
Statesmcant Staff

The Career Placement
Office, with the assistance of
the College of Engineering &
Applied Sciences, organized
the Fall University Job Fair
that was held yesterday at the
Arena of the Indoor Sports
Complex. Graduating
students as well as Alumni
had the chance to talk to
representatives of many local
companies and learn more
information about them, then
decide which of the
companies they want to'apply
for a job. But many future
graduates also took the
opportunity to learn more
about what jobs are currently
in demand so as to decide in
their future careers.

The companies are
basically looking for students
who do not simply have a high

From EXAMS, Front Page

during Campus Lifetime."
"It's just a matter of what

is going to be done with the
schedule so that we don't
have to have evening exams,"
said Mackin.
Reconsideration was
requested on how the
academic calendar would
look with'the five added days
to each semester.

Present at the University
Senate meeting was Brad
Hausman, vice president of
the Commuter Student
Association. Hausman noted
to the senate that the second
proposal, which schedules
examinations on Campus
Lifetime, would immensely
affect student activities on
campus.

"Number two was a
ridiculous option," Mackin
said, referring to the second
proposal. "We put it on there
because a number of people
brought it up as a possibility.
But I never expected for that
one' to happen. When we
came in, I was fully prepared
that number three would be
what we would settle on
because . . . It was clear that
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GPA but also have leadership
qualities and good
communication skills. As
Janet Smith, representative of
the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, said " We are
looking for employees who
know what they want and
where they are heading in life.
Students should concentrate
on their grades and after they
decide in what type of
company they would like to
work they should take some
relevant courses that will be
helpful-later on."

Many of the companies'
representatives were graduate
students that have been on the
same spot a few years ago as
the students they were
interviewing. Thus knowing
how the students were feeling
and what they were going
through, they knew how to
approach them.

Lisa Hughes,
representative of Bob's
Stores, also graduated from
Stony Brook. Her message to
students is that they should be
outgoing and must be looking
for a challenge. They must
have a diversified education."

"Stony Brook University
is a target school for our
divisions," said Esie
Matrtaboni of Northrop
Grumman Corporation. "The
students that come are well
prepared, serious and
interested. Our company has
a long standing relationship
with Stony Brook."

Dong Chung, a senior,
said, "The Job fair is very
helpful for the students. The
company' representatives are
very friendly. Here is where
students have to deal with the
real world and decide about
their careers. You have to do

the best you can to succeed."
The Job Fair is very

helpful for the community and
helps in creating a relationship
between the local companies
and Stony, Brook University.
Students can get more
information about the companies,

the jobs (both full- and part-
time) and the internships
available at the Career
Placement Center, located in
the library, W-0550. Stop by
and find all the information
you want about the career you
are looking for. O

I_

the science groups were
definitely in favor of the third
option, which was to insert
days into the calendar."

William Wiesner, who
was also present at the
meeting, suggested to add five
minutes to every class period.
"That actually is a possible
way to accomplish number
three," commented Mackin.
"What [Wiesner] meant by
that was that if we extend the
class periods by five minutes,
then over the course of a
semester we would have saved
five days worth of classes.
Without lengthening the
calendar at all,' you could
insert five extra days into the
calendar."

A separate committee will
examine the addition of five
extra days into the academic
calendar.

"I'm happy with the fact
that we have managed to raise
awareness on that -issue," said
Mackin. "I'm not altogether
happy about the possible
outcome, altering the calendar
the way we might have to do
it." A new calendar'with the
five additional days may be
released as soon as the next
academic year. '
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but your grandparents probably did.
Spend the season with us in the heart of historic Port Jeffersoln.

Downl at the harbor, diinig, e ntertainment and shoppintg are within
easel walking distance.

-Antique & Boutique Shops *Bridgeport/Port Jefferson Ferry
*Restaurants, Pubs & Cafes ' 15 minutes to MacArthur Airport
-Sport Fishing, Boating Buses & Taxis are available

-Village Parks and Playgrounds
FREE HBO & CABLE IN YOUR ROOM

Daily -Weekly and Monthly Stays
Efficiencies and Furnished Studio Apartments Available

All rooms are air conditioned, heated and equipped with color TV and
telephone. Utilities included, daily or weekly maid service. Messages take

and received. Plenty of parking.
201 West Broadway (Across from the Harbor)

Route 25A, Port Jefferson (516) 928-2400 (516) 473-2499
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in other parts of the country, they are
dealing with 5 percent staff reductions
in a span of five years, while at Stony
Brook, there is a 24 percent staff
reduction every five years.

Other alternatives were mentioned
by Branin in dealing with the
economic problems the library system
is facing. "One is to try to have the
best University allocated budget that.
we can. I have to do a good job of
convincing the University community
that the library needs money and it's
spending its money wisely. I think
these economic difficulties extend
throughout the campus and the SUNY
system and the libraries are only
taking a share of the cutbacks. I don't
think there's too much that can be
done there. We can try to raise money
through fundraising and getting more
grants . . . One of the biggest
challenges is redirecting-resources."

"I'm trying to develop a plan to
transform the libraries and make them
better than they currently are," said
Branin. "What I've been doing is
meeting with groups of faculty,
students, library staff, and with
anyone that's interested to talk about
some ideas that I have in order to test
them and gather information about
what's working and what's not and
what needs to change. I hope
sometime this month to issue a written
draft plan that the University
community can respond to and tell me
what they think is good and bad so I
can revise that based on the comments
that I'll get."

Branin outlined four broad goals
of transformation, which he has
presented to the Provost:

1) Focus and improve print-based
library collections, services, and
facilities.

2) Increase investment and efforts
in digital information services.

3) Engage in continuous staff
development to insure high
productivity and morale.

4) Reach out to campus and
community for partnerships, support,
and development.

Branin then narrowed his goals
into 10 transformation plan
objectives:

1) Assess the possible
consolidation of collections, services,
and staffing in two library facilities:
Melville and Health Sciences.

2) Redesign the use of library
space in Melville Library to improve
functionality, security, and
appearance.

3) Create a campus-wide
document delivery service for all
faculty and for students with
disabilities.

4) Expand access to networked
information sources: indexes, current
awareness services, full text.

5) Lead efforts on campus and in
the community to train and support
information literacy and the use of
information technology in teaching
and research. '

6) Revitalize Special Collections.
7) Begin a Development Program

_,4 I'
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for the Library.
8) Create a central systems office

for the Library: leadership, planning,
and technical support.

9) Offer continuous training and
education to the staff with the library
faculty leading these efforts.

1 0) Reorganize library
administration, technical services, and
public services in Melville Library to
better distribute leadership, create
more team efforts, redirect staffing
resources, and consolidate and
strengthen operations.

"I'm putting this plan out to find
out where it conflicts with other
plans," said Branin. "I'm quite open
to revising the plan so I need to find
out what other things are going on."

Branin stated that the issue of
consolidating the libraries will be
examined further "so as to point out
all the pros and cons of doing it. We're
not going to simply move and do it.
I'm certainly listening to the scientific
community on campus about this
issue. There's a somewhat mixed
reaction . . . I'm not going to make a
move like that until we can sell it to
the community and show that it would
be an advantage and not a
disadvantage. "

Branin says that changes will
hopefully begin "after the first of the
year," with varied times of
implementation depending on the
I ;,, .... 1,- A, d .. ri
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Students aided voters at Tuesday's national and-local elections. A liter;
table (above) was set up for voters in front of the Union, where buses pi
them up to transport them to polling sites.
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(UNS) -A veteran administrator
and financial officer, with broad
experience in university management,
has been named vice president for
administration at Stony Brook. His
_^- 1 - -- - _ _ - r .4 as
seiection comes arter a ten montn
nationwide search.

The new vice-president, Richard
L. Mann, will be coming to Stony
Brook from the University of
Kansas, where, as director of
administration, he serves as senior
administrative and financial officer
at the University's Lawrence campus
and its Medical- Center campus
locations in Kansas City and
Wichita. Dr. Mann will have similar
duties at Stony Brook.

"We are extremely pleased that
Dr. Mann will be joining Stony
Brook. It's a good fit for us in terms
of skills and experience since the
University of Kansas is similar in
size and scope to Stony Brook,"
noted Stony Brook President Shirley
Strum Kenny in announcing the
appointment. The step, Kenny says,
will allow Stony Brook "to move
forward with our plans to upgrade our
business operations and physical
plant."

A native of the Bronx, New York,
Dr. Mann holds the bachelor of
science degree in business
> Tsa '~-^'.*3 ^
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management, cum laude, from Long
Island University, the masters degree
in industrial administration from Purdue,
and the Ph.D. in higher education
administration from the University of

served as its Director of Information
Resources for 17 years. For the past
three years, he has held the position
of Director of Administration,
reporting directly to the institution's

tnancellor. During tnat pernoa, ne
has been responsible for the
University's business and fiscal
affairs, information technology,
human resources, institutional
research, police, and facilities
management.

Prior to joining the University of
XKansas, Dr. Mann was Director of
the Office of Management Systems
at the University of Illinois at
Urbana and before that, was
employed by the IBM Corporation in
Endicott and Buffalo, New York, as
a marketing representative. Over the
course of his career, he has served
as a management consultant to
nearly a dozen institutions and
associations across the nation. Dr.
Mann will bring to Stony Brook

experience with new software
programs and business systems that
Stony Brook plans to put into place.
Dr. Mann and his wife, Linda are the
parents of three adult chinldren: a 26-
year-old son and two daughter, 22 and
19. An avid sailor, he hopes to pursue
his avocation on nearby Long Island
Sound. U
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Richard L. Mann

Illinois. Among professional
affiliations, he is a member of the
National Association of College and
University Business Officers and
CAUSE, a group concerned with the
management of information
technology in higher education.

Associated with the University of
Kansas for almost 20 years, Dr. Mann

Rockin' the VoteReconstructing the
Library System
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Roundtrip Rates
Witlhin Zone A or B . $129

Between Zone A & Zone B $189

Between Zone A & Zone C $269

Carrier: United Airlines/Shuttle by United/United Express only.
Routing: Roundtrip or Open Jaw within the 48 contiguous United States,
excluding travel to/from IL/CO.
Travel Dates: September 15,1996 through May 15, 1997.
TRAVEL MUST BE COMPLETED BY MIDNIGHT, May 15,1997.
Ticket Dates: September 1, 1996 through December 31, 1996.
No Travel: 1996: Nov. 23-26, Nov. 30-Dec. 3, Dec. 21-24.
1997: Mar. 22-25, Mar. 29-Apr. 1; Apr. 5-8,12-15.
(Or blackouts restricted on the fare purchased, whichever is more restrictive.)
Booking: Must be confirmed roundtrip in V class; no open segments permitted.

not be sold, bartered or purchased.
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Nontransferable after ticketing.
Changes in origin/destination not permitted. Travel dates MAY BE revalidated
for $50.00 fee.
©1996 MasterCard International Incorporated

$189

$109
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within Zone C
Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.
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credit on your trip -just call your travel professional o'rUnited to reserve

your flight and redeem your certificate. days prior to departure.
/ your flight and redeem your certificate. -Minimum/Maximum Stay: Saturday night stay required.
d To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase anMileage Plus Accrual: Yes

u E-TicketsM between September 1, 1996 and December 31, 1996 for travel Ticketing- E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service).
a -between September 15, 1996 and May 15, 1997. Outbound travel must Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges, including passenger
I originate on flights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on fights facility charges, are the responsibility of the user and must be paid at ticketing.
by returning on Monday (An exception for travel between Zones A and C, Certificate Restrictions: Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible,

Fare Basis Code: VE14NWKD
VE14NWKV for travel between zones A & C

Use Ticket Designator: AV0096
Endorsement Boxes: VALID UAL ONLY/Non-Ref/No Itin
Changes
UAL-ATO/CTO Ticketing Instructions: see S*PMO/AV0096

return travel may take place on Tuesaay). non-combinable with any other coupon, certificate, discount, bonus upgraae,

L Zone Definitions: Mileage Plus award, promotional offers or tickets for group travel. Not
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O Ml, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, Rl, SC, TN, VA, VT, Wl, WV United/Shuttle by United/United Express flights only. Discount applies to new U

Zone B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY purchases only. Seats are capacity controlled and must, be available in the '
Zone C - AZ, CA, NV, OR WA required booking inventory at the time reservations are confirmed. Coupon
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Sunday
NFL Ticket We've Got
Every Game On Our 15

Screens and Video Wall!

Friday
Saturday

Live D.J. and Late

Night Dancing

Monday
Night Football

Pizza & Pitcher Specials
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Sports Plus Offers An NHL
Regulation Ice Rink, 48 Lane
Bowling Center, LaserTron,

Iwerks Motion Theatre, Games
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.s ; to protect yourself i
I tf Bringthis ad with you Me I

( .-- and receive FREE y

Your choice of condoms or I
birth control pills

at your first exam visit.
it's easy. it's totally Confidential.

I It's affordable. And it's smart.
Medical Centers

Amagansett * Huntington * Patchogue* Riverhead Smithtown *West Islip

Services
All methods of birth control, pregnancy testing, prenatal care, abortion,

testing and treatment of sexually transmitted infections, HIV testing
and general health care for women.

Appointments Monday - Saturday
Evening hours available.

1-800-230-PIAN
for the center nearest you

| 0 Planned Parenthood
of Suffolk County, Inc.
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Need a Greek Paddle'

Why Drive To Hempstead When
You Can Get It Locally and Cheaper?

GET THE BEST!
The BEST Quality.
The BEST Selection./
The BESTService./A

I IT-

We've Moved!
New Location

Next to
Purple Carwash

I

110 New Moriches Road * Lake Grove, NY
(CORNER OF RTE. 347, OPPOSITE SMITH HAVEN MALL)

Call For More Details
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the pioneers would take over on offense
up by sic with 2:26 left in the game. But
wait, you say this is not bad. Our
defense would hold as it did all game
and Post would be forced to punt from
their own seven yard line. This may
even give us really good field position
to score.

Coach Caldiero knew what really
would have happened. That's why he has
been coaching for as long as he has. That's
why his defense is ranked in the top 10 in
the country. He knew that the pioneers
would have ran three plays and ran the
clock down. Then on fourth down, they
would have punted, and barring divine
intervention ended the game. I can hear
the math majors jeering again. They are
thinking 2:16 left minus 90 seconds and a
Seawolf time out on fourth down would
leave 46 seconds left. This does not sound
too bad, what was coach thinking by
kicking that field goal.

This is where twenty years
experience really kicks in. You see, Post
would have lined up in punt formation,
snapped the ball, and then taken a safety.
The score would have been 16 - 12, and
the Seawolves would now have to score
a touchdown with less than 40 seconds
left to win the game. Even if we got our
best field position off the free kick
(USB's own 40) it would take a miracle
for our offense to drive 60 yards with
no time-outs and score. It would take a
miracle even for a pro offense to do it.
This is why we love Joe Montana so
much, but Joe was not playing. We were.

As I hopefully demonstrated, Coach
Caldeiro and the other coaches did what
any coach would have done. They gave
us a chance to win. A chance that
unfortunately did not pan out as planned.
So, next time, before you boo a decision,
think first. More importantly, remember
there are ninety players pouring- their
guts out to make that decision work, and
they would love to hear you cheer them
after a hard fought game against the' top
ranked team in the east, not boo them.

Tony Thompson
Outside Linebacker

the meeting revolved around the loss
Saturday to C.W. Post, and how our fans
and Statesman staff writer Dave Chow
reacted to the game. A loss in a pivotal
game such as this one was devastating

-enough without the questions and-
disrespect the fans showed towards us as
players and to our hard working coaching
staff.

For those of you who were at the
game or maybe havelforgotten the play,
"that would undoubtedly be examined
over and over again for the rest of the
season" as Statesman writer Dave Chow
put it. I will recap what occurred and
attempt to educate you in some of the
basics of football.

With 8:08 left on the clock in the
fourth quarter, our offense began a 13 play
drive that would eat up 5:52 of the clock
and put the Seawolves within 8 yards of
tying the score with Post at 16. Our
offense, though, bogged down and on three

consecutive pass plays were shut out of
the end zone. There was 2:16 left on the
clock at this time and it was fourth down.

To many of you in the stands there
was only one decision to make. Go for
it all and attempt to win the game. The
coaching staff who has more experience
than anyone on this campus had another
idea: kick a field goal. They, unlike the
booing fans in the stand, and the Monday
morning quarterbacks writing for the
Statesman were thinking ahead. They
were thinking that if we were stopped
on fourth down the game would in effect
be over.

Now some of you math majors here
at Stony Brook are probably screaming
that there was still 2:16 left to play. Ryan
Heikata is probably one of those math
majors who at this time is perplexed. He
like many of you are jeering me as loudly
as you jeered us at Homecoming. For
those of you who are still questioning the
call to kick the field goal I challenge you
to stop and think. Think real hard why
the game barring divine intervention
would be over. Stop and think why you
should have not booed Dave Caldiero on
Saturday. Ryan Grumman didn't and he

'ON Monday,
.November 18 at 7:00
p.m. atthe Marine
Science Research

Center The Newly
Formed Long Island
Women's Aquatic

Network Will
Sponsor A Talk By
Dr. Nancy Foster,
Deputy Assistant

-Administrator for
Fisheries, National
Marine Fisheries
Service, National

Oceanic and
Atmospheric

Administration on
"The Importance of

Habitat Protection In
NOAA Fisheries
Management:

Conserving Our
Nation's living

To the Editor:
Saturday evening 10/26, my husband

and I were -gifted with tickets for the
performance of Penn and Teller. During
the first half of their far from stellar
performance, the holy name of Jesus was
repeated in a litany of blasphemy.

In the audience were little children and
people of many races and faiths. Moses,
Mohammed, Confucius, Buddha, escaped
the desecration, but not Jesus.

We left at intermission filled with
consternation.

Penn must re-think his monologue and
update his vocabulary. The English
language is replete with words far more
appropriate and far less offensive to those
who love and respect the holy name . . .
Jesus.

Rose Mary Chamberlain

...... .. . .. - I .. _

"I'm not sure what I did, but
you'll need to defeat the
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Fax: (516) 632-9128
e-mail:
statesmn~ic.sunysb.edu

* All letters and opinion
pieces (including e-mail mes-
sages) must include the
author's name, address, and
phone number for purposes of
verification. Please type all
submissions, and include all
information (i.e. titles, posi-
tions, etc.) you would like to
have printed with your name.

* Anonymous and hand-
written submissions will not
be printed.

* Please keep all submis-

sions to a maximum of 750
words. Statesman reservesthe
right to edit letters for length,
clarity, language, and read-
ability.

* Views expressed in col-
umns or in the Letters and
Opinions section are those of
the author(s), and are not nec-
essarily those of Statesman
Association, Inc., The Stony
Brook Statesman, their em-
ployees, their staff members
or their advertisers.

* Writers are encouraged to
submit their work on 3.5"
Macintosh (preferably) or IBM

The Stony Brook States-
man, the newspaper for
SUNY at Stony Brook and its
surrounding community, is a
nonprofit literary publica-
tion that is produced twice-
weekly during the academic
year and bi-weekly during
the summer. Statesman As-
sociation, Inc.'s offices are lo-
cated in the lower level of the
Stony Brook Union.

* First copy is free. Each
additional copy is 25 cents.

* For information about
advertising, call 632-6480
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

* Editorials represent the

majority opinion of the Edito-
rial Board and are written by
one of its members or a des-
ignee.

* The Stony Brook States-
man welcomes letters, opin-
ions, and suggestions about
newsworthy events and is-
sues on or around campus
and its community. Write to:

The Stony Brook Statesman
P.O. Box 1530
Stony Brook, NY 1179b
-or-
Room 075
Student union
Campus Zip 3200

I-pyrglnt 1'77V0,
Statesman Association, Inc.
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different venues but I kind of
like TV the best because you
know all these people are
watching you and, like I said,
I'm a ham, I like being the
center of attention," she said.
"But I also enjoy doing the
radio and writing my column."

The first time doing
anything is always a bit
awkward, and Rose seldomly
speaks of her first interview, of
which she surprisingly
revealed to me. "My very first
interview, that's kind of
embarrassing," she laughed. "I
really didn't do such a good
job. Recently, I looked over the
interview and I thought it was
just awful, but back then I
thought it looked pretty good."
She committed the moral
journalistic sin of asking "What's
your favorite color?" and
continued what is now a pet
peeve of hers (and mine) of
merely shooting questions back
and forth instead of sparking a
conversation.

But then again, a celebrity
interview isn't bad for a rookie
reporter who was only nine -
years-old at the time. Rose also
never had formal training as a
journalist. "Ijust picked up a pen
and started writing," she said.

As far as a difference
between adolescent and adult
interviews, generation span
actually has nothing to do with
egos. Rose said that kids and

and I slept with my bedroom
light on for awhile. Rose is
a bit braver than I was in my
youth. "My mom doesn't
like me reading Stephen
King but she can't stop me
because she knows I'll just
sneak in the closet -or
somewhere with a Stephen
King book," she said.

Unlike most of the
normal preteen population,
Rose is privately tutored in
order to obtain her interviews
and focus on her media paths
right now. However, she still
finds time to do normal
activities like go shopping
and to the movies with her
friends, and also, she joked,
"talk about Jonathan Taylor
Thomas with my friends."
What does Vivian Rose want

to be when she grows up? Right
now, she seems to have
accomplished more than most
college students, which could
mean she could go into early
retirement, but that seems an
unlikely choice. "I want to be on
TV and I also want to write, too,
if I have time," she said.

She discussed her future of
writing for newspapers, and
penning novels, then realized, "I
don't know if I'll have time to do
all that."

If it's because she thinks
she'll run out of time to do
everything, it doesn't seem likely

- that is one of the many things
on her side.

-By Brooke Donatone

twelve-year-old, yet that hasn't
prevented her from interviewing
such celebs as Jay Leno, Kristi

'Yamaguchi and Charlie Daniels.
She gushed that her favorite
interview was with Jonathan
Taylor Thomas from Home
Improvement, an obvious preteen
idol. She also mentioned that she
interviewed the governor of
Arkansas, "not the one who went
to jail, the new one," she quickly
added. "I met the one who
would've went tojail, and he was
indicted the day after I met him,"
she said.

At age seven, Rose began
writing to magazines and
newspapers, and like all first time
writers she received rejection
letters. Finally, a local paper
published a kid's column, which
eventually spread to monthly
magazines and newspapers
published from New Jersey to
England. Her column covers
book and movie reviews and
celebrity interviews.

She also currently raids the
airwaves on her own weekly AM
radio show "Kid Talk" and holds
a 5 pm slot on Saturdays on an
ABC affiliate channel in
Arkansas.

Did you know what career
path you wanted to pursue when
you were 12? Most college
students are still struggling with
that question.

Ironically, one twelve-year-
old found her calling, and is
currently pursuing it. Vivian
Rose not only has her own
newspaper column in Arkansas,
but hosts her own radio and TV
show as well.

Her demeanor remained cool
and professional as I talked to her,
her voice never wavering and she
continued to call me ma'am,
which quickly made my short life
flash before my eyes. When I
asked for the interview, she
quietly said in a slight southern
twang, "One moment," and even
though she audibly put the phone
down, I heard her squeal, "Mom,
she wants to interview me!"

Perhaps the reaction of a

Vivian Rose

adults basically have the same
personalities, some are down to
earth and some think the world
revolves around them.

Journalism isn't the only
career that Rose has a vested
interest in. "I-just like writing in
general," she said. When the
suggestion of a book came up she
gave a pensive answer, "That
would be kind of interesting, I
haven't tried it so far. I want to
be a horror writer when I grow
up."

Horror legends such as
Stephen King usually scare the
average college student, not to
mention the average junior high
school student. I didn't start
reading King until I was fourteen,

Question: "Where is room 080 in the
Student Union, aka the- Commuter
College?"

Answer: "I don't know."

This is the disturbingly common
answer that one commuter student gave,
and many others gave to me when I asked
this question.

Where are you guys and gals? People
tell me that the reason they don't come to
the lounge is that it's too hard to find or
they have no time to look. I ask you this:
did Magellan not go around the world
because he had no time or it was too hard
to locate the passes? No. Where's your
sense of adventure? The echoing of music
should lead you down the halls and the
relaxing atmosphere would concrete your
body to the couch.

I need your help. In the words of the
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Exam. To put it in contrast, I'm a
reasonably intelligent, small town
individual who recieved a one on the
Exam.

No Ganas. No Desire.
Oh, and after each meeting, there's

free food. So if you need an excuse to
get your derrieres down here, there it is.

So come and get involved. Come see
our rude tigers and our weird geniuses.
Come and sleep, come play pool,
pingpong, come watch TV, come study,
come type and come make-out - whoops!

Well, I'm not sure about that last one,
but we do have plenty of couches. My
point being, come make a difference
because you can in the CSA, if you have
the desire. L

Christopher' Craddock is Chair of the
Commninter-Cor1er Comtmitteefor CSA.

late great Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., "I
have a dream.-. ." And that dream is to
walk into the Commuter College and
constantly bump into or trip over people.
To have my thoughts drowned out, not by

Wednesday at 1 p.m. and let your voice be
heard during oldlnew business. Tell us you
want the monotony of 1630 a.m. to change.
Tell us you want more buses. Become a
senator-and have your vote count for

something in Polity. Take a
_^^^ ~stand and make a change.

I saw a movie called
"Stand and Deliver" a while

_liB ^ago; great movie based on a
I _'lH ~tru e story. The things that
l~^^ ~ stuck in my mind was this

teacher's tenacity and his
faith in his kids and one

phrase: "No Ganas." He said if you have,
Ganas, desire, you can do anything, you
can fly. But because his studehts have
no Ganas, they couldn't soar. He proved
everyone-wrong when he took inner city
Latinos and gave them enough desire to
get fours or fives on the Calculus A.P.

music, but by laughter of friends. I want to
be able to come into the College and at first
say "Who are these people?", and later say,
"A person is not a loss if he has-friends."

Help me. Help us. Help the
Commuters become a community.

Come to our meetings every

A Budding Rose: And She's Only Twelv e

S~~~s~~ . V

Make the Commuters a Communitn. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . Y
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NeOw York Islanders
O Student Discount Club

Club.discounts good on an unlimited number
of weeknight games.*

Tickets are just $12 each for $17 Center Ice
or $15 CrunchZone seats* Private Cars * Luxury Cadi-llacs

* Lincoln Stretch Limousines
* 11 & 14 Passenger Vans
* 48 Passenger Deluxe Motor Coaches

All Major Credit Cards Accepted Discounts are only valid with a Club Card.
To be eligible you must be 21 and under or have a
valid student ID. So pick up a membership form at
the Nassau Coliseum box office on game nights or
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i-garentte smoKlng is addaaicting...period. Many in
the health field believe it to be more addictive than

heroin ... and nicotine is not the only addictive substance found in
cigarettes. Stopping may not be quite as easy as you think and only

gets more difficult the longer you smoke.
For help in quitting contact the Student Health Service. EVERY THURSDAY
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After a:semester·of
beating yoUr brains

isn't it nice to see
someone else

take the beating.
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Suffolk University Qu
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handshakes to all those who phoned in answers.

HARRISON FORD APPEARED IN BOTH STAR

WARS & AMERICAN GRAFFITTI.

-- BONUS ---
CHEWBACCA IS A WOOKIE
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Hall of Fame Inductces
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JIM MANLEY
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Ever since one chilly day in
November of 1991, a tiny shuttle
of energized musicians, who
called themselves Tool,
commenced in making a launch
to secure their future. And with
one little scratch of a pen, -they
began to embark upon a journey
that yielded one gold and one
platinum mission.

Now, almost five years after
signing with Zoo Entertainment,
Tool has begun it's third quest to
disturb the world with AENIMA,
which was released last month.

"I've never come across or
been part of a collection of souls
so diverse in character and belief
that possess the ability to
mutually accommodate those
differences and evolve them into
positive creativity," said Tool
bassist, Justin Chancellor.

As always, Tool is still
paradoxically clinging to the sturgeon
complex that gained them the
national recognition created by tracks
like "Sober," "Disgustipated" and
"Undertow," off their '93-platinum
irritation, Undertow. But their
newest delve into the luridly
perverse dives unmistakably into
paranormnnal mysticism and ancient
druid complexities; highly abyssal
and horrific, the album clings to
the robes of demonic conjuration
and seemingly old-world
characterizations, while main-
taining the old Tool hood.

But it's a high-tech
contemporary masterpiece with
thematic-content that's ahead of
it's time. Sounds highly
complex, doesn't it? Welcome
to wonderfully complex and
imaginary world of Tool.

If you need evidence, check
out a track like "Stinkfist,"' which

has, and still occupies a
comfortable spot in Album
Network's national rotation's
chart. Sounding more like an
NYCHC fight-chant, picking at
the scab of condescending
homogeneity, the track digs it's
nails into the puss; thick and
suggestive, it's a clear flowing
sermon that has "step off' at it's
center. "Eulogy" flimflams in
and out of the standard hypnotic
anvil that presses capillaries and
drives animals into eating their
young. Absolutely spine-
crunching, the track quakes
through goliath Keenan hooks
that are unavoidable. It's all done
in accordance with the twisted
Kavorkian-style ceremony
created with one thought in mind:
'Say your prayers and trash
yourself uncontrollably.' But
remember, this is art.

"Hooker With A Penis"'
conforms completely with what
has become known as classic
Tool; blending echoes of old
Annihilator rhetoric with their
traditional bottomless-base
optometry, providing a straight-

Tool, from left: Justin Chancelloe (Bass), Danny Carey (Drums), Maynard James Keenan (Vocals),
Hugo (Blue Chihuahua), Adam Jones (Guitar).

a bedtime travel into
psychological dyslexia. It's a
track that should be taken as is:
done to promote a communion of
the eerie with alternating music
progressions. Something similar
to what you might here from
Skinny Puppy or Machine
Head.

So, Tool has prodded a bit
deeper this time for a more
spiritual and ceremonial delve
into their own version of irritated
and surreal paradigms, creating
their most- frighteningly
appealing vat of schizophrenic

Tarter Sauce to date.
"Kids will mosh to anything

these days," said drummer Danny
Carey. "But there are those
people in the crowd that the
music reaches on a deeper
psychological and subconscious
level."

That's it for this week.
Special thanks butt-huggin' props
to Hiilary Reiter at BMG. You're
one reason why Turn It Up... is
so damn good.

Next Week: The Black
Crowes feature is gong to blow
you away. O

up-the-cornhole blitz thatX
comfortably tunnels out of the
eyeballs. It's as stingy and pissed
as you could expect out of the
stop-motion musicians. -

Some of the overwhelming
differences that can be seen in
AENIMA is the paper-tearing
industrial eulogy, "Die Eier Von
Satan," a machine-backed
bratwurst of gurgled record
backtracks that draws on the old
art of playing records at higher
and lower speeds (primarily
backwards) to reveal hidden
Satanic overtones. The resultis
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12 New Tool Shows Shadesofthe
And New Messages for the PreseA
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PASS IT ON .
RON STRAUSS

T ool's AENgIsM
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Because memories are golden.

Buy Direct!! Balfour offers the largest selection with a lifetime
warranty. You've worked hard and you deserve the best. Each
ring is hand-crafted to order. See representative at the Student
Union for details and to place your order, November 12,13 and
14, 10:00 am to 6:00 pm. $60 deposit required on all ring
orders. If you can't see us on campus, call us or visit our office.
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By JODY CUTLER

Special to The Statesman

admission day at
Museums at Stony I
on Veterans'
Monday, Novembe
Visitors over the age
will pay only
veterans, children t
6 and museum mear-
are admitted free.

For informatic
directions, call 751-'

NEW ENGLAND CONTRAI

The Long I<
Traditional 1V
Association (LIT
presents an evenii
New England Co
dancing tomorrow .
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Rather than reserve the right of
"modern artists" to ignore that
concern as superfluous to their
enterprise, Dean is willing to seduce
the viewer with tactility and subtle
showmanship.

The center piece of the exhibition
is a new age fountain, via exposed
plumbing-over a rock slab and a huge,
rectangular copper basin. First of all,
this well-built, operational structure
exudes an energy that is impressive
based on labor alone. From an
appreciation of the ambition of this
proj~ect, aesthetic possibilities begin to
emerge, such as sensorial dissonance
between materials-e.g., copper and
water, prefab piping and natural stone;
the electrical proponent; the sound of
the water, transformation of matter,
and so on. Plumbing, of course,
inescapably relates to organicism, a
metaphor emphasized in another
fountain piece whose flow is directed
through what can be described as a
feed-like tube from a bulbous wood
form elevated on a pillar of foam
pillows into a detached receptacle.

In a corner of the gallery sits a
multiple piece comprised of repeated

jug-like objects in a scattered
arrangement. The jugs, it turns out, are
poured rubber casts, which confounds
the cohnitive Derception of the form
"jug." Further inspection reveals
water within the vessels-so they do
work in an expected way on some
level. Some of the jugs have been
mutated; gummy strings and drips
sub~vert the depersonalized premise of
the production technique. The water
in this context might be some referent
to ritual, or a formal, literal demand
for the integration of interior and
exterior space into the "art" of the
work. In short, there are all kinds of

While abstraction has become a
traditional approach for late-20th
century artists, and figurative
contemporary sculpture is unusual,
Dean's work probably still provokes
a high degree of puzzleme'nt in most
spectators.

Sculpture is generally more
intimidating than painting in its
confrontational spatial dynamic, so
approximate of human existence. Any
dealer will-confirm that sculpture is
more difficult to sell. Even within a
theoretically intellectual community
(the university) where current art is
generally acknowledged as valid. a
'priori the idea of actually'dealing with
it in a meaningful way is still-
somehow elusive, if not frightening.

To those in the art "know," the
ability of Dean's work to project such
quizzicality, despite the now standard
use of industrial. materials and
nonobjective compositions employed
here, in itself reflects artistic strength.
However, even for those in the know
who may historically'locate and
defend this work ("the lineage of post-
Minimalist abstraction"), and perhaps
construct interpretations through its
precedents, the questions remain: what
is the direct experience of this art?
How are the artist's apparent methods
and resultant material factualities
processe d-translated into morphic
signs that relate to lived experiences

Is there simply too much effort
required of the spectator in terms of
excavating or completing aesthetic
content in much contemporary art.
This perhaps unenlightened query,
common to many art outsiders and
insiders alike, nevertheless persists.

Homage, by Kelly Dean

linguistic and material implications
that render this sculptural presentation
quite communicable once a rhythm of
association is established.

The "hidden-sign" is picked up in
a -triptych found-object piece
comprised of belted cloth sacks
displayed on a wall. The prosaity of
the neutral, unadorned hangings is at
odds with the. enigma of the lumpy
protrusions from within the not quite
anthropomorphic bundles. Another
work dealing with unseen space is a
triptych of fiberglass casts taken from
the seat of a chair. Besides a
reflection upon the conceit of the
procedure,- the tinted, translucent
panels project the kind of formal
display-in this case an intriguing
one-usually associated with more
traditionally- decorative "pictures."

For those, once again, who are in

the art-know, a summary of Dean's
influences would seem to encompass the
inane circuitry and secrecy of Picabia,
Duchamp, and kind, the raw alchemy of
Beuys; and Hesse's visceral sensibility.
The fragmented repetition and
processional elements suggest an
absorption of early Serra and Nauman.

The askewed relationship between
conceptualism on the one hand and
creation, product or residue on the
other is honestly explored in this
work. Postmodern irony and
nonchalance are absent. The
exhibition title, Homage, relates to an
overall "authenticity," or earnestness
(as well as implied personal
specificities).

Ultimately, the artist allows her
own consciousness to- be exposed.
That vulnerability renders the world
both accessible and meaningful. Li

The Brush Barn of the
3rook Smithtown ,Historical
Day, Society, located on the
r 11. north side of Route 25, /
e of 6 2 block east of Route

$ ; 111, behind the Epenetus
under Smith Tavern.,
nbers Calling will be by

Donna Hunt to live music
mn or by-Reckless Abandon.
0066. Dancing is from 8 pm to

11 pm, with introductory
DANCE classes starting at 7:45

pm. Pleasewear soft-
iland soled shoes only.
lusic Admission is $8; $7
'MA) for members & senior
ng of citizens.
ntra- For more information
at the call 369-7854. L

the-scenes information to
capture the humor, the
action and the
groundbreaking visual
effects of this live-action
/ animated feature., The
site is more than 200
pages in depth, with a
wealth of continually
rotating art, photography,
games and other
information.

WOULD You BELIEVE?

Marilyn Manson's
Antichrist Supersta r
debuted on Billboard's
Top 200 at No. 3.

IRIS DEMENT AT IMAC

On Saturday,
November 9 at 9 pm the
Inter-Media Art Center in
Hu~ntington will host a
concert with singer

SPACE JAMMIN' ON
THE WEB

Sports superstar
Michael Jordan and
Warner Bros.' classic
Looney Tunes will make
cinematic history when
they star together in
Space Jam, opening this
month. But web users
can get a jump on the
act-ion at the Spece Jam
website, found at
www.spacejam.com and
featuring an exciting
glimpse into this
precedent-setting,
technically dazzling
motion picture.

Sound clips, music,
games, visual clips,
basketball tips and
images to download and
collect, coIr and trade
will be accompanied by a
full selection of behind-

songwriter Iris DeMent.
DeMent has recently

released her third album
on Warner Bros. Records.
The Way I Should
follows on the heels of
Infamous Angel and My
Life, and puts DeMent
among the new crop of
singer / songwriters
whode music bridges the
gap between folk,,
country and Americana.

Tickets are $25
general admission; $19
forIMAC members. For
tickets of further
information, call the
IMAC's 24-hour-Arts-
Line at (516) 549-ARTS.

A SALUTE TOVETERANS

In tribute to our
nation's veterans, HLH
Industries, Inc. is
sponsoring a reduced
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1 4 Paying 'Homage' to Kelly Dean
--- Sculpture in Library Gallery 'til Monday
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DISCOUNT CIGARETTES * QUALITY PIPES

CUSTOM BLENDED TOBACCO
HUMIDOR FRESH CIGARS'
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOIKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
I iIF YOU'RE -ONA

SWEAT THROUGCH
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STONY BROOK BEUERRGEINC.-
COLD BEER, SODA & KEGS

,C& ^RolsCi 12 rPK iS 1
^t^b~b $11.99

8 PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT*Expiresll/13/96

j TRULY CANADIAN 12 PK
1 $6.99
1_PLUSTAX AND DEPOSIT*Expires11/13/96

I DUNDEE'S HONEY BROWN 12PK
-I :$7.99
L PUS TAX AND DEPOSIT*Exjires 1t/1L3/96S j
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Can't afford to sa ve for retirement.

The truth is, vou can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want

to live at least as comfortably then as you

do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save nowN, you can take

advantage of tax deferral and give your

money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: Set aside just $100 each

month beginning at age.3o and you can

accumulate over $172 ,109Q* bv the time

you reach age 65. But w ait ten years and

you'll have to budget $219 each month

to reach the same goal.

Even if' ou're not counting the years to

retirement, Vou can count on TIAA-CREF

to help Vou build the future vou deserve -
-with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuitV plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans 7T5 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. \Why not

join them?;

Call todav and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when vou

have time and TIAA-CREF working on

your side.

DRE:SS FORIT.

^ HsreN~~i \!ST *NY'
: . n'oBRG»\ K'

STA TE UNIVERSIY OF NEW YORK

': '
- -

'- I , 1 ','\

Start planning your future. Call our Eznrollmnezt Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape itS -

Come in and see the Sweatshirt of the Month

Discounted 10%
RaIM 632-6550thru the month of I 6 3 2 Lu-G 5 5 0

November
Sweatshirt of month not as shown

_ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_
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to the June '93 University of
California at Berkeley Wellness
Letter, studies have shown that
so far every 10 percent increase
in the price of cigarettes has
reduced consumption by an
average of 4 percent.
Additionally, research indicates
that each I percent increase in
cigarette prices has meant 1
fewer teenagers who smoke. It
is estimated that a 15 percent
increase in cigarette prices in
the United States would reduce
by 800,000 the number of
teenage smokers and eventually
save the lives of 200,000 of
them.

For more information or to
receive their quit smoking
materials contact:

1. National Cancer Institute
9000 Rockville Pike
Building 31, 4A-18
Bethseda, MD 20892
1-800-4-CANCER

2. National Heart,Lung, and
Blood Institute
Smoking Education
Program
9000 Rockville Pike
Bldg. 31,4A-21
Bethesda, MD 20892
(301)496-1051

3. Office on Smoking and
Health
Centers for Disease Control
Mail Stop K-50
1600 Clit'ton Road, NE
Atlanta, GA 30333
(404) 488-570s

4. American Cancer Society
1599 Clifton Road,NE
Atlanta, GA 30329
1-800-ACS-2345 L

Marie Oquendo-Miller is a
nurse practitioner at the
Student Health Service.

. _I

. ...
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role of nicotine in cigarettes is to
produce addiction. When taken in
small amounts nicotine causes
one to feel awake and alert; while
later inhalations make one feel
relaxed and calm, causing the
user to want to smoke more.
Dependence on smoking quickly
ensues and stopping smoking
produces nervousness, headaches
and difficulty in sleeping.

"Smokers Cough"
Cigarette smoke irritates the

lining of the bronchi (main air
tubes) which lead to the lungs.
This lining normally contains
cilia (hair-like projections) which
filter harmful material out of the
lungs. Cigarette smoke
eventually destroys the cilia in
the bronchi. Extra mucous builds
up in the lungs to try to trap
poisons built up by smoking. The
mucous becomes trapped and the
smoker tries to force it out.
Hence, "smokers cough".

Damaged or destroyed cilia
does not afford protection against
viruses or bacteria that float in
our environment, thus smokers
are more predisposed to chronic
bronchitis (a disease where the
airways produce excess mucous)
pneumonia, emphysema, and
many other respiratory problems.

According to T. Hirayumrna,
in an article published in 1987 in
Smoking anlid Health, cigarette
smoking is the cause or a
contributing factor for the
following: Cancer: lung, larynx,

help you to understand your
smoking--patterns and offer
privacy and flexibility.

Medical advice - Your
medical doctor, physician
assistant, or nurse practitioner
may either help you with your
particular concerns such as a
history of depression, anxiety or,
if not, refer you to someone who
can.

Such remedies include:
Nicotine Gum - available by

prescription only.
Nicotine Patch- now

available without a perscription,
should be used in combination
with a program that helps break
psychological dependence.

Group approaches - One-
year quit rates are fairly high-
however, cost is also high.

Conditioning methods -
Rapid smoking and satiation are
the two most common methods
of conditioring. These methods
show limited results and may
pose health risks.

Live-In Programs - May be
quite effective; are costly.

Hypnosis - Helps you focus
on your smoking patterns-and to
change attitudes about smoking.
Chance of quitting improves
with several individual or group
sessions. Be sure your hypnotist
is credible and qualified. Only
a licensed psychiatrist,
psychologist, or accredited
social worker should be
consulted.

Acupuncture - A relatively
painless procedure. Several
treatments may be needed and
it may be costly. Acupuncture
may have only a psychological
effect and not a true physical
effect.

Over-the-Counter products
- Special filters, smokeless
cigarettes, etc. Not shown to be
effective.

One last word: According

According to-the Smoke-
Free Educational Service, Inc.,
tobacco kills more Americans
each year than alcohol, cocaine,
crack, heroin, homoide,
suicide, car accidents,
fires, and ' AIDS,
combined.

Today, 29 percent of
men and 27 percent of
women are smokers. It is
estimated that 2.2
million teens aged 12-17 in the
U.S. smoke cigarettes. Every day
approximately 3000 teens start to
smoke, the majority of these
being female. Nine out of ten
teens who smoke become regular
smokers before age 21.

The tobacco industry takes
full advantage of that fact, as they
spend $3.6 billion'each year on
product advertising and
promotion directed specifically to
youngsters, followed by
subsequent targets, women and
African Americans. Why

-women'? The tobacco industry
recognizes that women live
longer than men and earn more
than in former years. In the
1970's the tobacco industry's
advertising depicted women
smokers as liberated and
successful.

Today,' smoking is
recognized as self-destructive
behavior, except possibly among
young teens who arc becoming
smokers at the highest- rate,
typically out of peer pressure and
social rcinforcemcnt from their
group. At first, inhaling tobacco
is distasteful. However, with each
puff physical tolerance increases
and builds the habit, as nicotine
f'rorn an inhaled cigarette reaches
the brain in 7 seconds twice as
fast as from an intravenous
injection. Very quickly, smoking
produces enough reinforcement
to sustain itself without social
pressures.

The threat of chronic illness
and death, of which smokers are
aware, seem very far off.
Interestingly enough, the major

mouth, pharynx (throat),
esophaegus (food pipe), stomach,
liver, pancreas, bladder, cervix,
breast, brain.

Resp i ratory
diseases: coronary
artery disease,
hyperten s i on,
aneurysm; arterial
thrombosis, stroke.

Pregnancy, Infant
health: fetal growth

retardation, abortion, fetal death,
placental problems, premature
rupture of membranes, preterm
labor, high blood pressure in
pregnancy, sudden infant death,
congenital malformation.

Other conditions: peptic
ulcer, osteoporosis, Alzheimer's
disease, premature wrinkling of
the skin. The tobacco-use causes
30% of all cancer deaths in the
United States. If no one smoked,
87% of lung cancer deaths would
disappear. There is so much focus
in the media regarding breast
cancer and yet, this year
approximately 56,000 American
women will die of lung cancer,
compared with 46,000'from
breast cancer.

The good news is that 40
million Americans have
successfully quit smoking. The
best predictor of successful
smoking cessation is an
individual's own belief that it is
possible to stop. Previous failures
put you in tune with what your
pitfalls can be. If you believe that
you can stop smoking, then do a
little research as to what methods
are available, and which one
might be suited to you.

The following list of
smoking cessation methods was
taken from a free booklet "Out of
the Ashes" (#90-8418) published
by the Center for Disease
Control: Self-Help approaches
consists of self-help booklets,
videotapes and quit-kits which
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CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE

OFFICER.
Bring your college degree to the Air
Force. Then find out if you qualify for
Officer Training School. You can
become a commissioned Air Force offi-
cer following successful completion of
Officer Training School. From the start,

njoy great pay, complete medi-
dental care and 30 days of
n with pay per year. And as an
:e officer, you can enjoy profes-
irowth and management oppor-
.Learn what it takes to qualify.

FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
L FREE
)0-423-USAF
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That doesn't mean you can't get insurance from a
good srird re*ib l c!! .omwv. Wefiavecoverage Just for

SM filbeingoodhndsallmefor » ^l al
Allr~8e

Chuslte Insurance Company
Coventry Comniwr isMall. 1320 StonyBrookRd. StonyBrook.,NY 11790

Bus: (516) 68Q-7770 Fax: (516)689-7236
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BY MARC WEISBAUM
Statesman Staff

BY MARC WEISBAUM
Statesman Staff

As far as music goes, America has to be
the most pathetic country in the world. With
how disgustingly trendy we are, it is always
incredibly relieving to hear a band that is a fist
in the face of all of the mindless mall-stomping,
Celine Dion-loving trendies.

Three or four years ago, death metal served
this purpose, but has since been pretty much
crushed by black metal. Bands such as
Everdark, Cattle Press, and The Forgotten
(all three New York-based) are just some of
the bands bringing this dark music into our
nation. Maybe someday the Fugees will cease
to have the number one album. Yeah, right.
Anyway, Indianapolis vomits forth Black

^- --- * --- *--- --------------------

For a copy, send $15 to Full Moon Productions
2039 Roxburgh Court
Lakeland, FL 33813

or contact the band directly at:
--------------- ~ Black Funeral

XOXOXOXOXOXOXO 3122DunsterSt.
Indianapolis, In 46227

^ ____________^____________
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Michael Williams' writing was frequently
sighted in Metal Maniacs magazine and
guitarist Jim Bower helped form Down
with a guys from Crowbar, Corrosion Of
Conformity and Pantera. Despite that
band's considerable success, he still
remained a full-time Eyehategod-er.

As of March 26, the band unleashed
its third incision unto the world. It came
in the shape of Dopesick. A quick look at
song titles and it's hard to not, at least, be
curious about songs like "Broken Down
But Not Locked Up," and "Ruptured Heart
Theory" (which is also on a 7".) The fact
is, though, the song titles aren't necessary.
An Eyehategod album is almost like one
massive song, the song titles are probably
just for people who have the LP on CD
and want to skip to certain parts of the
"song." The opening scream to initiate the
album in "My Name Is God (I Hate You)"
let's you know right off the bat that you've
entered Hell. Lovely.

Lyrics are handled by Williams with
some help from his wife, Alicia of 13
(RIP), whom they've also released a split
7" with. The words are hard to understand,
though. You can't even tell which song the
lyric sheet corresponds to since they don't
note the song titles. Musically, the tempo
usually remains pretty crawling, but when
the band shifts into high gear, you know
the crowd reaction would be quite violent.

Eyehategod is a Louisiana quintet
who specialize in making the sludgiest
noise on the planet, sometimes stretching
the term "music" to its most extreme.

The band's first album, '92's In The
Name Of Suffering, opened the world's
eyes to their harsh artwork, and their ears
to the piercing waves of noise the band
emits. This first release saw the band
openly admitting to their faith in shock
value. If the band's name wasn't enough,
the artwork was. And if neither of those
got you, there was still the Charles
Manson sampled, "Godsong."

The band returned a year later with
another chunk of noise, Take As Needed
For Pain. Once again the artwork was,
well, unsettling. 01' Chuck sat this album
out and let the band take the wheel, which
meant only one thing: more hammering
noise in the style of their first album.- This
album proved that the noisefest was,
indeed, Eyehategod's style and it was
going to stay that way. Many bands say
it, but here, truly, is a band that is either
loved or hated. Following this release,
the band played live relentlessly and even
hit the stage at Roseland opening for local
band, Biohazard, proving that their
strong suit is on stage. Also, vocalist

cyvii .. vyuw

While this sounds like a nightmare to
some of you, you know what you're
getting when you buy this. If its not for
you, you will be destroyed by the third
song. For fans of noise though, this is a
dream come true. The Eyehategod
experience is more an assault than it is
music, and that's what makes it brilliant.
The band's message is totally anti-society
("Do not even think about ripping us off,
unless you plan to use your powers to
overthrow established society and
condemn all authority figures to a life of
incarceration & torture..."). Also, all of
their releases are as non-commercial as

could be.
Imagine a buzz clip for "Masters Of

Legalized Confusion."

Contact:
Century Media Records
1453-A 14th Street #324
Santa Monica, CA 90404

or the band directly:

Negative Action Group
C/O Michael D. Williams
P.O. Box 1531
New York, NY 10276 O

Funeral who play "grim, medieval, wamphyric
black metal." So what sets this band afloat tiom
drowning in the sea of bands, in this now
crowded genre?

One listen to theirdebut full-length album,
Vampyr - Throne of the Beast and you can feel
the cold hate exuding from this band. This eight
song ritual picks up where their first EP, Spells
of Darkness and Death left ofE Lyrics dwell in
vampyrism, lycanthropy, and the Satanid realm,
as one would imagine. A quick glance at the
song titles confirms this: "Ex Sanguini
Draculae," "Spirit of the Werewolf," etc.
Musically, this band has some solid song
structures. Not nearly as simple as, say,
Transilvanian Hunger-era Darkthmone, though
not as complex as a band like Enslaved. The

guitar work ofNocturnal-and Blackangel (who
composed all the music along with drummer
Asmoderic) is chilling. The tuning has to be
one of the most disturbing sounds, even in this
style.

Vocalist Baron Von Abaddon pens all of
the lyrics and they are a reflection of his soul.
Though the words aren't printed, aclose listener
can get the message- not a pretty one! Abaddon
also manages to incorporate his words with the
music fairly closely as opposed to many
vocalists who choose to just spit out the words
in any old pattern over a blasting beat. The final
secret weapon for the band is the inclusion of
synthesizers, courtesy of session musician,
Desolate Wings. His work finishes thepainting
of the full moon in tracks like the instrumental,

"Valley of the Shadow."
The only warning that can be put on this

album (besides that it's enough to make the
mainstream musicians squirm,) is the
production. This has got to be one of the rawest
productions. Ever. Even the synths have a raw
sound to them. A sound like this is an acquired
taste. It only sounds a step above a rehearsal
recording. But this is how the band wanted it
since they produced this album themselves. The
band recorded Vampyr.. in the dungeons of
Cachtice Castle, and it sounds it. The scary thing
is that this method of recording actually makes
the music that much more real, almost taking
form in the Nosferatu. The cover art is
reminiscent of the cover of Throne's
Tranvsilvanian Hunger and the booklet includes
photos of all the band members.

Guaranteed to blacken the purest of
souls...
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Sludgiest Music on the PlanetL.

Take a Bite Out of Black FunerajI
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EPILEPSY FOUNDATION OF LONG ISLAND DAY TREATMENT
PROGRAM,

OPEN POSITION

r CALL TOLL FREE FOR ^r
FREE CATALOG OF 29.000 REPORTS

L 1-80M 777@7901
K ____ 415856 -3900 _____A

_333223 3_EI

RESEARCH REPORTS
argest Library of Inomation In U.S.

19,278 WOPCS- ALL SUJECTS
Order Catabg Today with Visa / MC or COD

E5»|D 800-351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Resarh Assisnce

11322 ao Ave., r206 RR. Los Angefs, CA 90025

SECURITY

G UAR DS
Part Time/Full Time

ALL SHIFTS
STUDY WHILE
GETTING PAID
CALL 724-71 89

Other: This is an On-Call position/Per-Diem. We are starting a pool of eligible staff to
serve as substitutes for per diem work on a daily/weekly or monthly basis.

Day Treatment Program located at 550 Stewart Avenue in Garden City. Daytime
hours, flexible hours.

To become part of the DTP Substitute Pool leave your name and phone number(s) with
Margaret Neale or Erika Romeus, DTP Administrative Assistants @ 794-5500 Ext. 32
or 40.

Various shifts and days available including weekends and overnights in Suffolk. Minimum
requirements: High School degree or G.E.D. and valid, clean NYS driver's license. Our
mission is to teach independence, community living and provide quality care. We need
motivated, dedicated, quality people. Competitive wage, opportunity for advancement, ex-

,. x - ". HIS C n .Q - - ' 1, :7 .& .-, . I -a w
A.

-
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EMPLOYMENT
Commercial Cleaning Ser-
vice, Must be reliable, own
transportation. Weekends,
Early AM Hours. Good pay.
924-4668. PT + FT.

Part-time and Full-time Lab
and Field technician posi-
tions, entry level, environ-
mental testing lab. Biology
and/or Chemistry experience
required. Collections of field
samples, requires clean driv-
ers license. Some weekends.
Call Georgia 563-8899.

Telemarketing M/F Full and
Part-time -Setauket location.
Experience preferred or will
train motivated persons.
Commissions and bonus!!
Excellent opportunity, 941-
3226.

EMPLOYMENT
Bartenders, Waiters, Wait-
resses and Counter Help. Ex-
perience necessary. Apply in
person, Monday-Thursday af-
ter 3 at the Park Bench, 1095
Rte. 25A, Stony Brook

The Princeton Review
seeks intelligent, dynamic, or-'
ganized people to teach test
prep courses. High test
scores, B.A. required. $16/
.hour to start, part-time,
flexible, long-term oppor-
tunity. Send resume to:
775 Park Ave., Huntington,
NY 11743, or fax at 271-3459.

Now Hiring - P/T positions
available-. Q-ZAR - 563-
1400.

Experienced wait staff and
bartenders. Starting pay $8
hour. Call Waiters Unlim-
ited Inc. 696-1091 --

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

People interested in all natu-
ral vitamins and food supple-
ments and making money.
Amazing home based turn-
key business.. no inventory,
no direct sales, earn $2,000/
mo. part-time Call toll free for
information. 1-800-942-9304
Ext. 21899 P.I.N. # 359838

Successful Pharmaceutical
Company Seeks 3 Key Indi-
viduals for Suffolk County.
FT/PT. No experience neces-
sary, will train. $90K+ poten-
tial. Call 1-800-898-5014.

FOR SALE
RUNS GREAT! 1984
Volkswagen Cabrnolet Con-
vertible. Automatic- A/C, AM/
FM radio. Well maintained,
new tires, brakes, rotors.
$2000. Call (516) 758-3668
leave message.

REAL ESTATE
5 Acres -Hancock, New York.
Walk to Delaware River. Rights
to fish and boat on river. Property
is wooded with private road.
Great for camping or building a
house. Call 666-8107, leave mes-
sage.

FUNDRAISER
FREE T- SHIRT + $1000

Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus or-
Janization can raise up to
11000 by earning a whop-
ping $5.00/VISA applica-
tion. Call 1-800-932-0528
ext. 65 Qualified callers
receive Free T-Shirt

TRAVEL
Spring Break 97'

Largest selection of Ski &
Spring Break Destinations,
including Cruises! Travel
Free, earn Cash, & Year
Round Discounts.
Epicurean Tours 516-969-
9700

SPRINGBREAK '97!
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica
& Florida. EARN FREE
TRIPS & CASH -Call 1-800-
700-0790.

SERVICES
Fax service. 50 cents per page
(including cover sheet). Call
632-6479 or come to Room 057
in the Student Union.

MAN WITH VAN -Will move
anything, anytime, anywhere.
Short and long hauling, Large
trucks available. Reasonable.
Call for pricing 862-8104.

Job Title: Habilitation Therapist DTP/Substitute Hourly

Reports to: Program Coordinator(s) DTP

Minimum Requirements: High School diploma or equiv. Strong or demonstrated
interest in working with people with developmental disabilities. BA/BS in relevant
field strongly preferred, not required.

$8hrSalary:

50
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5I have been alive for 8 weeks.
* After 18 days, you could

hear my heartbeat. |
* After 40 days you coul'A

measure my brainwaves.
* After 45 davs, I felt pain

and responded to touch. cellent benefits for those Dromoted to full time.
A.-..

Now----

ft---

. 2100 Middle Country Road
Centereach, NY

Monday 11/11/96. 9:00 a.m. Noon

I BUY RECYCLED.

AND SAVE;
Thanks to yu. *U som of bvryday prauc are bJm

maoe from raycld mafrual. But to k-p recycl4n< wAn
to help prolect the Earth. yt ned to buy thou product.

To vng a tm brochure. caUl I-OO-CAL-EDF.

O E!al- :B "^E3F

The Epilepsy
Foundation of

Lon Island
-1axns - ov-,

Please choose life for mne
Altematives to Abortion

Fre pregnancy testing formaton,
counseling, and assistance

Call 2434X6 or 929-3447. or see
Brthght volunter C. Frost. Humangm 1
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The Department of Residential Programs thanks all the
Resident Assistants, Off ice Managers, and Office Assistants

for their hard work and talents. You all make the
residence halls at USB a better place to live!
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., ...BE SAFE Call Us-263-
BE SMART Carry this a<

The Division of Campus R
The Residential Security Pi
offer this free service to t&
SUNY Stony Brook comm

u
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O'Neill College:
dichael Calligaris
'ablo Carvajal
Ceith Ferina
;onya Forrester
.haled Jebrail
iimee Petras
Vayne White
0IthiaWray
hristine Zebrowski
tasheda Prescott

TABLER QUAD
Ruad Office:
en Veit
dam Sisak
haron Khum Khum
ason Munroe
'atrick O'shea

Douglass College:
egine Brenton
iene Cuoco
,mily Pizza
.inda Schellenberg
ndy Stephen
eisha Tucker
lingi Boatswain

Dreiser College:
'asmine Dominique
'osemary Fidalgo
oung Jeohn
Di McGee
;lyndun Sangster
Ahn Karakkal
haron Sinclair

Hand College:
AnnMarle cnerry
Shana Henry
Ken Lorenz
llena Pimentel
Rocky Wenskus
Victor White
Victoria Ajibade

, Sanger College:
Janice Campbell
Dorothy Jackson
Irene Lambiris
Nicholle McKenzie
Kenny Neinhusser
Adam Sisak
Gerly Ganthier

Toscanini College:
Lutherson Fleurancois
Grace Fraraccio
Vibha Kapoor
lleana Solla
Hester Suh
Mark Wilkinson
Lisette Stolin

ROTH QUAD
Quad Office:
Aldrina Osborne
Chris Astillero
Latesha Callahan
Peter Hanke

Cardozo College:
Jean Bucaria

tuoraon Luavis
Clarence Kui
Frank Lach

Diana Li
Trinda Moses
Heather Gordon

Gershwin College:
Amy Brown
Richard Davidson
Karen Dubin
Ashar Khan
Myshala Middleton
Brook Shah
Faisal Suba-

Hendrix College:
Annie Chiu
O'Neil Goulbourne
Chad Kamel
Casimir Marszalek
Laarne Mateo
Milissa Mondestin
Kiesha McCalla.

Mount College:
Keith Bendyk
Gulnur Cagatay
Christine Goblet
Christy Innes
Julia Suh
Ben Varghese
Beatrice Cruz

Whitman College:
Madison Cuffy
Rolando Glogowiec
Jennifer Heinze
Rajen Jadav
Carol Lynn Taylor
Diane Velasco
Joanna Garcia
Tracy Rodgers

KELLY QUAD
Quad Office:
Claudette Mincey
Naomi Farley

Baruch College:
Anthony Commorato
Tasha Joseph
Andrea Phillips
.Rashaan Robinson
Paula Schachter
Tim Truc
Pheona Phillip

Eisenhower College:
Toly Garelik
Nick Malladi
Janelle Simmons
Sheea Sybblis
Danielle Vil
Jesse Young
Jennifer Sheldon

H QUAD
Quad Office:
Stacey Ashman
Natasha Payne
Dara Schretzlmeir

Benedict College:
Andria Cooke
Jodi DeGrassi
Phillip Groves
Rajeev Gurtoo
Jamie Haas
Joe Lalley
Dawn Middleton
.Heime Nzumafo
Rada Rozenthal
Michele Ryan

Jessica Starcher
Neil Weidberg
Sophia Sookram
Margaret Tramuto

James College:
Chris Grant
Yvette Aidoo
Seth Kirchbaum
Andria Mazzella
Karen Robinson
Anson Sung
Anthony Thompson
Bernice Villalba
Lenny Vyater
Beth McGuire

Lanamuir College:
Brenda Adjei
Erik Buckholz
Steve D'Angelo
Desmond D'Silva
Nicole Holmes
Alpa Patel
Joanna Romberg
John Van Horn
Helen Carlson

E. ROOSEVELT
QUAD

Quad Office:
Amy Santons
Christina Soru
Daena Grant
Keisha Sewell

Greeley College:
Dana Ailani
Rob Closs
John Giuffo

r@'NY
1NIERSITY OF NEW YORK

rvice
g to your car7

esidence hall7

to the library?

Jniform jackets
lights & radios,
)or on-campus

Wherever
Walk with

I MENDELSOHN
dlrT Ah " A

I

VUAV

Quad Office:
Milka Rodriguez
David Villegas
Mitch Gough
Yesenia Pascual
Caprice Shaw

Ammann College:
Jason Joseph
Amanda Mendillo
Melinda Parham
Shaheen Rasheed
Angel Ruiz
Rashida Saunders
Alice Suriani

Gray College:
Stephanie Dorga
Angelina Gonzalez
Lisa Mather
Abid Vali
Melissa Ricketts
Kepler Vilsaint
Ophelia Morris

Irving College:
Schelton Assoumou
Farida Balauch
Wayne Gibson
Derek lannucci
Stefaine Joshua
Sarah LeBlanc
Rachel Reese
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Gaurav Suri St
Caroline Walter

Alexis Hunter
I. .LuieII jones

LaToya McBean
Matthew Parayil
Heather Samel
Claire Joyce

Keller College:
Christy Conti
Lori Grant
Lisa Macchirella
Ramona Persuad
Nadav Segal
Jennifer Thomas
Marion Wright
Simi Singh

I Stimson College:
Lynn Hsieh
Juana Madrid
Laurence Maikarfi
Alicia Martinez
Susana Pavlou
Kwabena Pobi
Anand Shah
Kim Callender-Young

Wagner College:
Etrit Bardhi
Trisha Clarke
Shahzad Khokhar
Ayodelle Lewis
Miriam Ramirez
Emma-Lee Taormina
Jamel Thomas
A ; , IAlisa 'ayne



Setauket) won the 200 individual
medley in 2:36.99 and the 100
breaststroke in -1:12.00.

WOMEN' S
SWIMING
& DIVING

(D-ll, Metropol iAtan
Conference) Record: I-0 Last
week: 'def. Coll. of Staten
Island, 123-82 This week:
Wed., Nov. 6 vs. Queens
College, 5:30 p.m.

Anfela Perri (Fr., Mastic
Beach, NY) won the 100
freestyle in 1:01.96 and the 50
freestyle. in :30.57.

others for 16 points
* Jodi Yerys (Sr.,

Massapequa Park. NY)
completed season with a 2.24
goals against average and 150
saves.

MEN'S
SOCCER

(D-ll, New England Collegiate
Conference)

Record 3-13,1-8 NECC
Last week lost 0-2 vs. New
Haven ( 10/30); lost 0-4 vs.
Franklin Pierce ( I 1/2) This
week season complete.

.Mike Hillis (Sr.,
Farmingville, NY) finished
season with team-high seven
goals and 15 points.

*Greg Adelsberg (Sr.,
Wantagh, NY) recorded 130
saves and a 3.20 goals against
average plyaing in all but 12
minutes this season.

MIEN'S CROSS

COUNTRY
(D-ll, New England Collegiate

State (10/29).
* Elka Samuels (So., New

York, NY) had 18 kills and
nine digs versus Albany (1 1/
2). Recorded 13 kills versus
American International ( 11/2)
and 12 kills against Southern
Connecticut State.

* Sarah Boeckel (So.,
Williamsville, NY) recorded
40 assists and eight digs
against Albany ( 11/2) and
had 29 assists and eight digs
versus American
International (1 1/2).

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

(D-l, Independent)
Record 5-10-2
Last week lost 1-6 at

Columbia (10/30)
This week season

complete
*Erica Keller (So.,

Selden, NY) -finished 'the
season with 33 points, 14
goals and five assists.

*Knsl-i Detor (Sr.,
Huntington, NY) scored six
goals and assisted on four

VOLLEYBALL (17-15)

Conference)
Last week No meets.
This week Sat. Nov. 9th.

ECAC/NCAA Regionals, at
Slippery Rock, PA.

WOMEN'S CROSS

COUNTRY

(D-ll, New England
Collegiate Conference)

Last week No meets.
This week Sat. Nov. 9th,

ECAC/NCAA Regionals. at
Slippery Rock, PA.

MEN'S
SWIMMING

(D-ll, Metropolitan
Conference)

Record: 1-0.
Last week: def. Coll. of

Staten Island, 131-106.
Th-is week: off.
* Michael Chang (So.,

(D-ll. New England
Collegiate Conference)

Record 7-4.
Last week Season

Completed.

Courtesy of Athletic Media Relations
MEN'S SWIMMING (1-0)

W 131-106
TBA
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
1:00 PM
5:00 PM
1:00 PM
6:00 PM
1:30 PM

Wed Sept. 4 atAdelphi
Fri-Sat Sept. 6-7 at New Haven/Baden Invitational

UMass-Lowell
Southampton
Bentley
New Haven

Wed Sept 11 QUEENS
Fri-Sat Sept 13-14 at Bryant Invitational

Bryant
Southampton
Dowling

Wed Sept. 18 at Molloy
Fi-Sat Sept 20-21 HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS INVITE

vs. Bryant
vs. New Haven
vs. Bentley
vs. Florida Southern

Wed Sept. 25 SOUTIAMPTON
Fri Sept. 27-28 at Millersville Invitational

vs. Edinboro
vs. West Chester
vs. Slippery Rock

Wed Oct. 2 DOWLING
Mon Oct. 7 CONCORDIA
Fri Oct. 11-12 at Florida Southern Invitational

vs. St. Francis (IL)
vs. Florida Southern
vs. Tampa
vs. North Florida

Sat Oct. 19 MERCY
Sat Oct. 19 SACRED HEART
Sat Oct. 26 PACE(HC)
Tue Oct. 29 at Southern Connecticut State
Thu Oct. 31 C.W. POST
Sat Nov. 2 ALBANY
Sat Nov. 2 oAMERICAN INTERNATIONAL
Tue Nov. S at New York Tech
Sat Nov. 9 QUJINNPIAC

Fi-Sat Nov. 15-16 at NECC Tournament

W3-0

L-3
W3-0
LO-3
L 0-3
W-3-0

L2-3
W3-0
L-3
W3-0

Tue
Wed
Sun
Thu
Sat
Wed
Mon
Wed
Sat
Fri

Tue
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sat
Thu
Mon
Wed
Sat
Sat
Fri

Oct. 29 at Coll. of Staten Island
Nov. 13 at SUNY-Maritime
Nov. 17 at Bentley
Nov. 21 QUEENS
Nov. 23 at Lehman, w/S. Conn
Dec. 4 atNYU
Jan. 20 at New Paltz
Jan. 22 at USMMA
Feb. 1 MONTCLAIR
Feb. 14-16 Met Championships at Trenton

WOMEN'S SWIMMING (
Oct. 29 at College of Staten Island
Nov. 6 QUEENS
Nov. 17 at Bentley
Dec. 4 at NYU
Dec. 7 USB CUP
Jan. 16 - at Adelphi
Jan. 20 at New Paltz
Jan. 22 at USMMA/NJIT
Jan. 25 MANHATTANVILLE
Feb. I Montclair
Feb. 7-9 Met Championships at USMMA

1-0)
W 123-82
5:30 PM
TBA
6:00 PM
TBA
TBA
1:OOPM
6:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM

W3-0
L-3'
LO3

~LO-3
L 0-3
W 3-0
LS13
L2-3
L2-3
W3-0

L 0-3
L 1-3
L 1-3
LO-3
-W 3-0
W3-0
-W 3-0
W3-0
W3-0
W3-1
W 3-0
W 3-0 (fft
1:00 p.M.
TBA

MEN'S & WOMEN'S X-COUNTRY
Sat Sept 21 USB SEAWOLVES INVITE M-2; W-3
Sat Oc 5 at So. Conn. t Invite (New Haven. CT M-4; W-3
Sat Oct. 19 NECC Championships- (Albany, NY) M-4; W-5
Sat Ot26 CTCChampionships(Allentowrn,PA) M-6;W-7

?Sat N.9 NCAA4AC2qMiaB (S pryRock, PA)l^0an
Sat Nov. 23 NCAA Championships (AratCA) 12:00 p.m.
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Seaswolves WTeek Ini Reviev r

FOOTBALL
(D-11 non-scholarship,
Independent)

Record 4-3.
Last week Idle.
This week Sat., Nov. 9th,

vs. Wagner, 1:00 p.m.

WOMEN-'S
VOLLEYBALL

(D-ll, New England
Collegiate Conference)

Record 17-15.
Last week won 3-0 at

Southern Connecticut State
(10/29); won 3-0 vs. C.W.
Post (10/31); won 3-1 vs.
Albany (11/2); won 3-0 vs.
American International (II/
2).

This week Sat. Nov. 9th
vs. Quinnipiac, 1:00 p.m.

lessica Serrano (Fr.,
Ridge, NY) recorded 16 kills
in wins overAlbany ( 11/2)
and American International (
11/2). Had 17 kills versus
C.W. Post (10/31) and 13
against Southern Connecticut

& DIVING WOMEN S
TENNIS


